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The work presented here is part of an ongoing project towards creating syntactic RRG-

annotations for a large corpus of Daakaka, an Oceanic language of Vanuatu, spoken by about 

one thousand speakers on the island of Ambrym. The corpus consists of 59k tokens and is 

annotated with interlinear morpheme-by-morpheme glosses [6], POS tags and translations to 

English. The basic word order of Daakaka is SVO, case is marked by subject agreement, in a 

nominative-accusative alignment. As is typical for the languages of the region, finite clauses are 

characterized by a tight-knit verbal complex which minimally includes subject-agreement 

marking (SUBJ), tense/aspect/mood marking (TAM) and the verb root [4]. Between the TAM 

marker and the verb root, it is possible to include an aspectual auxiliary (AUX), and the verb root 

can be reduplicated. The verb root can be followed by a resultative suffix, serial verbs(SV) 

and/or a transitivizer (TRANS). 

 

(1) [SUBJ] [TAM] ([AUX]) (REDUP-)[verb root] ((REDUP-)[RES]) ([SV]) ([TRANS]) 

 

The annotation process takes advantage of the English translations and the interlinear glosses, 

similar to Xia and Lewis [7] and Bender et al. [2].  As in [3], the system proposes a tree to the 

annotator that is automatically generated. The annotator then checks the candidate annotation 

and modifies it accordingly. After a sufficiently large part of the corpus has been annotated in 

this way, we plan to automatize the process via data-driven parsing that exploits the manually 

annotated syntactic trees. For this talk, we focus on the annotation of subject-agreement markers 

and their syntactic status. Subject markers preceding the TAM marking correspond to 

pronominal elements in that they can be syntactically quite distant from the verb root and form 

their own phonological words. However, they still behave like agreement markers from other 

languages in crucial ways.  In particular, there is a separate set of pronouns that are used as 

topics or objects, and subject markers can be optionally preceded by a full, complex NP. And 

while there is a position for topics before the verbal complex, this is not the position that subject 

NPs appear to occupy, as can be seen in the following example, where a left-dislocated topic NP 

precedes a subject NP (and subject marker): 

 
(2) [TOPIC bwili wye en=te] [SUBJECT vyanten nyoo] [AGREEMENT ya]=m du tas kyu 

  hole.of water DEF=MED person 3P  3P=REAL stay  sit  surround 

 ‘this pond, people were sitting around it’ 

 

A similar challenge for RRG has been discussed in [1], where an AGX node at nuclear level is 

stipulated (Figure 1). Alternatively, Daakaka could be treated like head-marking languages as 

described in [5] (Figures 2 and 3). We discuss the differences between Daakaka on the one hand 

and both Spanish and typical head-marking languages on the other hand, including, for example, 

the absence of object marking on the verb.  Moreover, we illustrate how the qualitative and 

quantitative evaluation of the evolving Daakaka treebank can provide feedback on the analysis of 

the phenomena in question. 
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Figure 1: Structure of (2) with AGX 

node 

Figure 2: Structure of (2), with 

Daakaka as head-marking 

language (syntax version) 

Figure 3: Structure of (2), with 

Daakaka as head-marking 

language (morphology 

version) 


